NSWAPA Sponsored
Team Members Agreement of Conduct.
As an NSWAPA team member you are required to comply with the following criteria to be eligible
for your full team members refund:

(1) Be a financial member of IPSC Australia
(2) Be a member of an IPSC affiliated club
(3) Be capitated with the APA
(4) Hold a current category H Firearms Licence
(5) You must shoot at least 75% of the national champion’s score at the nationals
for that year.
(6) You are required to make yourself available for team meetings before and during
the Nationals.
(7) While competing at the range you must wear the Team NSW shirts that are supplied
by IPSC NSW. It is your responsibility to present your self in a neat and tidy way
while at the range.
(8) While in your squad you will assist with range duties i.e. Patching of targets / picking
up brass / resetting of range props.
(9) Being Disqualified (D.Q.’d) for unsafe gun handling or unsportsmanlike behaviour
may result in non payment of the team members refund. Failing to chronograph at
your divisions specified power factor may also result in non payment.
(10) Problems with your equipment i.e. pistol, ammo or other will not be accepted as an
excuse for a bad performance. This is the National Championships. You have had
twelve months to sort out your equipment. However, if the problem is due to
unforeseen circumstances, this will be taken into consideration.
(11) Team members are expected to shoot as a team, i.e. help each other and work
together to solve a stage problem and not just keep it to themselves.
(12) You are required to attend the Official Presentation Dinner and expected that all
N.S.W. teams to sit together.
(13) Follow any reasonable instruction given to you by the team’s managers.
If you think you are unable to adhere to the above please do not sign the teams
members agreement because once you sign you are agreeing to the terms and
conditions of this agreement.

Name:

Signed:

Date:

